
Subsequent to the walk around The Christie 
Withington site, it is apparent there is a fair amount 
of tree planting to the curtilage of the The Christie 
grounds. 

The plan to the right highlights the opportunities to 
strengthen the tree planting further.

The following pages discuss the areas identified for 
potential new tree planting and its benefits for the 
site.

The focus has been to provide trees where needed, 
with a focus on quality rather than quantity to improve 
tree stock within the masterplan.  

The sketches are artist impressions and are purely 
indicative of fully established trees.

The position of trees will need to be interrogated 
further alongside the local authorities and utilities 
providers in order to avoid any clashes with existing 
below ground services.

THE CHRISTIE TREE PLANTING PLAN
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area 1 - North section of Oak Road 

The initial design 

The ‘Proton Beam Therapy Centre’ scheme is currently under construction. Plans produced by ‘FIRA’ show opportunity for 
medium sized ornamental trees within the planting beds such as cherry’s and pears (identified in views A, B + C)

The gap within the existing mature belt of trees, it appears following some Arboricultural works, could be strengthened 
by infilling with the same species of tree (Lime) . This would eventually succeed the more mature Lime trees.    
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area 2 - Outside proton beam therapy center

The initial design 

Areas in green are currently planted with ornamental shrubs and ground cover, however the trees identified on the new 
‘Proton Beam Therapy Centre’ scheme by ‘FIRA’ have not been planted. This location has great potential for tree planting 
and to continue the green edge to The Christie masterplan. 

The hard Landscape between the two raised planted beds is currently an empty hard space. There is prime opportunity 
here for a standalone feature tree within a freestanding planter to break up the large expanse of paving and frame the 
approach to the building. Trees specified could have a clear stem to ensure a clear line of sight around the curtilage of the 
building.  
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area 3 - Outside drop off and main entrance

The initial design 

The public realm along Oak Road and The Christie main entrance is in the middle of renovation. The area 
highlighted in blue below has potential for improvement. The planting currently has low aesthetic value, low 
quality and is not consistent with the surrounding quality landscape being constructed. 
 
This strip of soft landscape is the first point of reference for visitors as you enter the drop off zone and main 
entrance. It is therefore important to provide a positive sense of arrival by clearing out densely planted, 
dishevelled vegetation and replacing with quality rationalized planting. 

By removing existing trees and replanting with quality tree specimens it will improve tree stock to create a more 
cohesive and rationalized masterplan.
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area 4 - along wilmslow road

B.C.

The initial design 

The vernacular along Wilmslow Road conveys a negative visual impression. The prefab buildings, service roads and 
inactive frontages, would benefit from some treescaping.

A line of trees along this route would animate the space, screen the architecture behind and continue the green 
fringe that is currently edging The Christie development. Trees planted within freestanding planters to provide 
opportunity for relocation.  If space is at a premium fastigiate trees can be specified to create a more slen-der 
compact form.
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Freestanding Planters

Trees planted in large planters will act as a living nursery. An innovative practice to set up an onsite tree incubator 
for future areas of the masterplan. Planters will be transportable and can be moved elsewhere on the site during 
future construction works and trees transplanted when appropriate. This tree incubator method gives the scheme 
longevity and gravitas. 

The series of planters below identifies the creative ways to reanimate a space with trees / planting and integrated 
seating.


